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Flavour of theMonth:
Piña Colada Swirl

Naomi Virgo
Out of all the flavours, no one parties

as hard as Piña Colada Swirl—a frat boy
trapped in a high schooler's body.

His energy levels are astronomical,
and he can do more in a single week
than most people can do in two months.
His spring breaks go so hard that they
put sorority girls to shame. Piña
Colada’s primary personality trait
consists of telling anyone within
earshot about the highlights of his
spring break, and humble bragging
about how he went to Disneyland, or
backpacked through Europe, or
explored ruins in South America.

While these irritating characteristics
may lead an individual to believe Piña
Colada Swirl can’t be any worse, he will
surprise you by showing you he can. For
some reason God bestowed upon him
the most relaxed parents in the world,
granting complete autonomy to their
rather irrating offspring.

Now, while all these factors may lead
one to believe Piña Colada Swirl kind of
sucks, it should be noted that he does
possess a special skill: the ability to
come back from any vacation looking
crispier than bacon on an Egg
McMuffin (which is pretty cool). At the
end of the day, despite the fact he is
often an annoyance, he does have
thousands of entertaining stories to tell
when you want to procrastinate your
work during class time.
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Little Shop, Big Dreams

Gabriela Holko
On March 6 & 7, the flowers of months of effort and

dedication finally bloomed when Mother Margaret
Mary performed our production of Little Shop of
Horrors at the ATB Financial Arts Barns. A black
comedy musical about a malevolent avocado-esque
singing alien may sound rather “strange and unusual”
on paper, but from the opening number to the finale,
every audience member was thoroughly transported
into the grim and grimy world of Skid Row.

The show was celebrated as a success by a range of
viewers, from friends and relatives of the cast and crew
to MMM teachers to critics from the local Cappies
program (Some of their reviews can be read in the
Edmonton Journal!). Tickets were so in demand that
extra seats were added for some shows, and even then
people unfortunately had to be turned away at the
door.

Some of the audiences’ favourite parts of the show
included the cast’s vocal range from heartbreakingly
beautiful solos to passionate ensemble numbers.
Younger audiences (and backstage cast and crew) could
not stop cackling at the comedic antics of certain
characters, while several parents were reportedly left in
tears after other, more tragic scenes. Much praise was
also given to the impressive collaboration between
Spencer Cameron and Noah Pecson that brought
Audrey II to life in motion and voice, as well as to the
team responsible for the rejuvenation of the pods.

Beyond the magic audiences witnessed onstage,
behind the curtains was a whole other show. By the end
of the run, the directors and stage managers had
coordinated every prop, lighting cue, sound effect, and
costume change with the rest of the crew for a seamless
show. From Mr. Mushnik’s newspaper to the last (tissue
paper) rose petal, every minute detail was created with
meticulous care.

This production was a trailblazer for MMM in
multiple ways, as Little Shop was the school’s first ever
musical and first time performing the year play outside
the school building. Although both changes required
great additional effort from everyone involved,
ultimately these decisions proved worth the risk. Both
cast and audiences alike enjoyed the choice of the

musical, and performing in a real theatre allowed many
more opportunities for the students and elevated the
production to a higher degree of professionalism.

Performing Little Shop of Horrors required the
dedicated efforts of many staff, students, and their
parents, and was the summation of months of
afterschool and weekend rehearsals, long hours in the
art room, and overtime work on costumes,
choreography, and harmonies at home. Watching all of
the different pieces come together in March was a very
rewarding experience. Throughout the whole
production process, what truly amazed me was the
incredible talent of the students in the cast and crew. As
we took our final bows on closing night, I was
overwhelmed with pride to have been a part of this
group of such awe-inspiring individuals. (I cannot wait
to see what the grade elevens and tens create next year
along with a new class of MMM students; whatever the
production is, I will be the first in line to buy a ticket!)

As Mr. Collins told us at the first cast and crew
meeting and again before the first show, being part of
Little Shop is something we will always be proud of long
after our high school days are over (and “Dentist!” is no
longer stuck in our heads). As a grade twelve student, I
can attest that this production was a special way to
express our creativity while simultaneously
contributing to the MMM community. Memories of
stifling laughter at the mechanical voice announcing
“rehearsal tracks” (interrupting an otherwise emotional
moment of the show) during practices and gathering
together in the dressing room ten minutes before
curtain for a pep talk will always be recalled fondly.
Knowing now that Little Shop may be one of the last big
things MMM did this year, I would not choose to end
my high school experience any other way.

For me, there is something uniquely beautiful about
getting to put on a shiny costume and stand on a set
under stage lights (all designed and created by my
peers!) to belt out a song in harmony with a dozen other
students. Regardless of what I do in the future, I know
that there will be no other time in my life that I will get
this type of opportunity. So to everyone who was a part
of Little Shop: thank you for creating a real-life
“Somewhere That’s Green.”

"Pressing" On During a Pandemic
Mrs. Bourassa

Dear ones,
We at the Storm Scoop hope to bring a little cheer and normalcy in the

days to come while we all navigate the waters of distance learning together.
It's true: we can't gather in classrooms and hallways; we won't be seeing each
other at club meetings and team practices; and no one will be congregating
at Elio's window to buy refreshing, tongue-staining slurpees.

But we can think, read, and write. We can share experiences. We can craft
stories. We can propose ideas and defend opinions. We can continue to
produce a student newspaper that reminds all of us that this school
community is mighty, even though we are physically separated.

If you'd like to contribute to the Storm Scoop, please send an email to
Amanda.Bourassa@ecsd.net. ♥
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Celebrating International Women's Day

Isabella Sheptak
“Empowering a woman starts with educating a girl.
If we aren’t educating every girl on the planet, there is
no way we can achieve this vision for female empowerment.”

These words by Julia Gillard may seem like common sense to the average
privileged western female. Our education is free, we are encouraged to pursue
male-dominated careers, and learning material is readily available thanks to
our access to public libraries and the internet. Although the vast majority of
people living in developed countries can agree that education is beneficial, it is
still often resented or taken for granted.

On March 8th we celebrated International Women's Day, a day, yes, to
commemorate the progress made in the fight for equality, but also one on
which we are to reflect upon the fact that many such victories have not yet
extended to developing nations. In developed nations such as Canada, France,
and England, education for all genders is a basic right; however, if we look
beyond the scope of developed nations, we will find that education is not only a
girl's best (and sometimes only) chance at a better life, but also a privilege
which does not come without a cost.

Sub-Saharan Africa
In this region nearly 40% of adolescent girls are out of school. Barriers such

as high rates of child marriage and sexual abuse force girls as young as 12 or 13
to drop out of school to care for their own children. Girls who are menstruating
are often severely bullied for soiling their skirts despite the fact that few of
them even have access to sanitary products; many of them drop out of school as
a result. Because these girls will never get any further form of education, their
lives will be filled with struggle as they attempt to make money in any way
they can, with many ending up married to men who exploit their situations.

Syria
With 2 million children out of school due to the war, the amount of young

displaced Syrian girls who get married before 18 has reached 41 percent.
Education limits girls’ vulnerability to early marriage. However, with limited
opportunities for girls to attend school, they have no way to learn the skills and
obtain knowledge to advocate for themselves against child marriage. Under the
guise of an educational opportunity, young girls are often recruited for armed
conflict. The war in Syria has drastically decreased opportunities for children to
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attend school, dropping the overall enrollment rate in secondary schools down
to 44 percent by 2013 from 72 percent just four years before in 2009.

Pakistan
In Pakistan, a strong historical emphasis on patriarchal authority and

traditions has greatly affected the status of women of the country. Challenges
to policies of gender inequality have not made significant ground over the
years and it continues to be extremely difficult for women to obtain an
education in Pakistan. In terms of educational standards and gender equality,
Pakistan struggles significantly compared to other countries in South Asia.
Although girls are legally allowed to receive an education, there are many
obstacles standing in their way. Some militant organizations have gone so far
as to claim that female education is contrary to Islamic law and they also
disagree with western style schooling. The Taliban has destroyed school
buildings, killed hundreds of teachers and students and specifically terrorized
girls seeking an education. In 2007, the Taliban began a violent and targeted
stream of terrorist attacks in Pakistan. As a result, 900 girls’ schools were
closed, ending the education of more than 120,000 girls.

Developed, but Behind the Times: The USA's Ivy League
Though they have come a long way since, let us not forget that most Ivy

League institutions (specifically Yale, Princeton, Harvard, and Dartmouth) only
started admitting women in the 1970s, hundreds of years after many of those
institutions were founded.

So, while International Women’s Day has passed this year, let us still
appreciate every day the victories thus far in the fight for equality. Let us
consistently show our love towards the incredible women in our lives. However,
at the same time, let us remember those women who do not receive the same
benefits, those still fighting for basic rights. Let us reflect upon the struggles of
being a girl, and the value of an education.

Storm Edu-torial
Making theMost ofMe

How do you plan to make yourself stand out
when you are moving into a career? What will
make you the person they want to hire? How
employable will you be?

Interviewing prospective employees started
for me when I was in university. During my
summers throughout university, I worked hard
through the ranks of the City of Edmonton
Parks and Recreation Playground (Green Shack)
Program as a leader and eventually became a
supervisor. This allowed me to interview over
100 prospective playground leaders each year
to staff the area that I would supervise. From
there, I went on to sit on interview panels for
scholarships where students would explain why
they were deserving of a scholarship.

Now I evaluate and hire teaching staff for the
Edmonton Catholic School District. Over the
years I have interviewed well over 500
applicants for a wide variety of positions. What
differentiates one candidate from another?
What knowledge and skills are they looking
for? How does a person gain these knowledge
and skills? Is the person with the highest grade
always going to get the job?

It is my experience that you are building
your resume each and every day. How are you
making the most of you each day so that you
are marketable? Typically, resumes are broken
into sections: experience, education, and skills.
How are you building these pieces of your
resume?

When a position is advertised it is common
to have multiple applicants with identical
education. For example, when a position for a

mathematics teacher is advertised, multiple
mathematics majors apply. We now look at
their work history. This will narrow the field,
but there will likely still be similarities across
candidates.

Now we look at their skills or experiences
gained outside of their formal education and
work history. These are the things that we
would typically add to the bottom of the
resume. Our general interests, our volunteer
habits, hobbies, etc. This is what is going to
separate you from the field! Quite often I am
looking at the bottom of the resume equally to
the other pieces. What value, other than your
education are you bringing to the business? All
engineers should be able to do the math, but an
engineer that can run projects and make
decisions on their own is more of an asset.
Without these activities, how do you gain this
experience prior to having a job?

Where I am going with this, is that employers
are looking for a complete package. Balance is
the key. Yes, work hard in your classes and get
those high grades. But, be involved—and yes, of
course this is an easier thing to do when you
can actually come to school! Be a leader when
you can. When school is open again, join a club
or a team. You will have opportunities to grow
beyond your grades.

Being able to speak of experiences in drama
or model United Nations, working on a team in
robotics, competing in the CTS skills
competitions, writing for this paper, joining the
yearbook, or being on the swim team... these
experiences all make you more employable
than someone who has not participated. This is
what will set you apart.

Most importantly, when we all get involved,
it makes the world a better place.

—Mr. Dean Rootsaert

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S DAY

Did You Know...

130 million girls are out of school worldwide.

An extra year of education can help a girl earn 15-25% more as an adult.

At least 117 countries and territories still have no laws to protect girls
from child marriage.

Domestic violence—just one form of gender-based violence—is costlier
than warfare, with a worldwide annual cost of $8 trillion.

Educated mothers are more than twice as likely to send their children to
school.

Improv: The Most Fun
You'll Have Fending Off
a Panic Attack on Stage

Julianna Dust
Throughout these past months, Mother Margaret

Mary’s Improv Team has been taking the Ziegler Hall
stage by storm in various improv competitions such
as NAIL (Northern Alberta Improv League), The
Nosebowl, and CIG (Canadian Improv Games). With
leading scores, our elite improvisors have survived
the intense competition season with insanity intact
and abdomens toned from the relentless laughter
that the sport of improv brings to all.

What is improv, you ask? Improv is improvised
theatre, meaning unscripted, unrehearsed, and
completely unplanned scenes, based solely off of
audience suggestions. This riveting form of theatre
provides thorough entertainment for performers and
audience members, as no one (not even the
improvisers) knows what could possibly happen.

Interested in trying improv? You'll have to wait a
bit, given the circumstances, but Mr. Collins is the
fellow to see once school reopens! Want to support
MMM's Improv Team and watch us perform in some
sweet competitions? Well... same answer, but we
promise we're worth the wait.

mothermargaretmary.ecsd.net
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Chow Down with Charlie
Unfuhgeddable Focaccia!

Charlie El-Homeira
This is not a drill!! Carbs are back!!
Gone are the days of hiding your favourite yeasted foods from your friends on the

keto diet! Gone are the days of letting your carb-free friends grain on your parade! In
order to celebrate the glorious return of carbs, I’ve decided to share the delicious recipe
for my best ever focaccia ("foh-CAH-cha")—a scrumbtious and versatile Italian bread
that would make even the Godfather smile.

I adough this recipe and I loaf the rich olive oil flavour, so whip out your cooking
utensils and get bready to bake!

CLASSIC FOCACCIA

Yield: 2 loaves
Total time: ~3 hours

Ingredients
• 3 cups bread flour
• 2 cups all-purpose flour
• 1 cup olive oil, divided
• 1 ¾ cups water (Warmed to

105-110℉; use a
thermometer to confirm
the temperature so you
don't accidentally kill
your yeast!)

• 2 ¼ tsp active dry yeast
• 1 tbsp kosher salt
• ½ tsp Italian seasoning
• ½ tsp dried thyme
• ½ tsp dried rosemary
• Garnishes of your choice

Directions
In a bowl combine the warmed water, sugar, and

yeast. Set aside until the mixture becomes frothy
and fragrant, about 5-10 minutes.

In the bowl of a stand mixer fitted with a dough hook, combine bread flour, all-purpose flour, and salt. In a small blender or
food processor combine the Italian seasoning, thyme, and rosemary with 1 tbsp of the flour mixture and blend until it is
extremely fine. Combine the spice mixture with the dry ingredients. Once the yeast has activated add it into the dry
ingredients with ½ cup of the olive oil and mix on medium speed until a smooth dough forms and all of the flour is
incorporated. Transfer the dough to a lightly floured surface and knead to ensure everything is fully combined then transfer
into a lightly oiled bowl to proof. Cover with plastic wrap and set in a warm place until doubled in size, about an hour.

Once the dough has doubled, turn it out onto a clean work surface and split it in half using a bench scraper or chef's knife.
Take each half and place it on a 15” by 10” baking sheet generously greased with the remaining olive oil. Use your fingers to
push and shape the dough into a large rectangle that fills up the entire pan. Then, flip over the dough to ensure both sides are
covered in the olive oil. Allow the dough to rest for another hour.

Once the dough has again doubled, sprinkle with coarse salt and place it in a 425℉ preheated oven and bake for 25-30
minutes or until the oil is absorbed and the bread becomes golden brown.

If you choose to decorate the top of your bread, pull it out of the oven halfway through baking and add on any garnishing
vegetables you like. I used green onions, red onions, cherry tomatoes, black olives, parsley, and poppy seeds and placed them
to create a little flower garden design. Feel free to decorate however you choose!

Allow to cool fully before serving! This bread is perfect served with soup, pasta, or even on its own with a dish of EVOO and
balsamic.

Chow down! Before you know it, you'll realize you focaccia manners and didn't share.

LIFESTYLE
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PET OF THE MONTH

Sherlock Lopez
Owner:Manuela Lopez

Cynthia Philips
Meet Sherlock! This three year

old Yorkie is the most adorable
creature you could ever lay eyes
on.

He has many cute, loveable
quirks, ranging from innocent
head tilts to removing the socks
off your feet! If you’re ever
feeling down, Sherlock will cheer
you right up with a few licks to
the face. What a good dog!

Want your pet featured
as Pet of the Month?
Email your pet's photo

and a brief bio/fun fact to
mmmstormscoop@gmail.com

to see your best friend
in our next issue!

Social Distancing with
Your Furry Friend

Mrs. Bourassa
By now you've heard about the closure of city playgrounds and the

strong potential for authorities to shut down other public gathering
places.

One of the most hoppin' places is not far from us: Terwillegar Dog Park.
We're all raring to get outside and enjoy the spring sunshine with our
four-legged pals, so the Terwillegar Dog Park is a popular off-leash spot to
go. The problem is that so many folks are heading there and social
distancing is becoming impossible with cars packed into the parking lot
and people not observing the appropriate physical distances between each
other. If dog parks and even the river valley paths become unmanageable,
the city is likely to close public access. Say it with me: We can't have nice
things!

So, my advice is this: If you have to go to the dog park, be safe out there!
Allow 6 feet to 2 metres of space between yourself and other pet owners.
Hitting up the parks outside of peak hours will allow your dog to roam
freely and give you the added security of not being part of a huge,
unintentional pot of people soup. If you get there and find that the
parking lot is crammed full, consider keeping your pooch leashed and
walking them around your neighbourhood instead.

Alternately, you and your furry friend will still have a great time
playing fetch/tug at home or in your yard (if you have one). Now get out
there and have fun!

Molly Van Maanen
This month's fashion article's topic of discussion is the

Milan Fall/Winter Fashion Week. It is held at various
times every year in Milan, Italy: one in February, one in
June, and a third in September.

Milan Fashion Week is a huge event that attracts
designers and fashion lovers from all over the globe. This
year’s Milan fashion week was held from February 18th to
the 24th, prior to most of the world going into
quarantine. Some of the most beloved high-end and
couture brands participated, such as Prada, Gucci,
Emporio Armani, Moschino, Versace, and more.

For the 2020 season, there was a slightly different
theme selected. Themes included in this fashion week included serious neutrals, outdoor luxury, puff and fluff, chains, tender and innocents, meme type mini
bags, fringe, as well as slick hassle-free knee-high boots.

In addition to the clothing trends, modern and retro makeup and hair trends were introduced as well. Some upcoming hairstyles include blunt ends, art and
designs, intricate updos, voluminous disco curls, Marie Antoinette poufs, and finger waves. Makeup trends included glowing skin, glitter, desert smoky eye,
upside down confetti eye, teary liner, geometric eyeshadow, and natural makeup. These upcoming fashion trends are a combination of vintage and modern
fashion. The trends will most definitely influence more upcoming styles in the future.

Milan Fashion Week:
Dramatic silhouettes, impossibly tiny handbags, rich textures,

and avantgardemakeup trends dominate the runway
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Caitlin Stratton and Spencer Cameron
The 92nd Academy Awards graced the world on

February 9th, a much earlier air date than previous
years. Alongside the date change came many more
exciting and progressive events which defined one
of the greatest Academy Award ceremonies to date.

It’s no secret that Parasite was this year’s film in
all sense of the title after its Best Picture win. It has
been praised by the masses since its debut at the
Cannes Film Festival in May where it took home
the most coveted award in filmmaking, the Palme
D’or. Festivals all around the world were blessed
with Parasite showings from then on, including
Edmonton’s own International Film Festival
(EIFF) in October 2019. Parasite is the first
international film to hold the Best Picture title in
the history of the Academy Awards. However,
Parasite ultimately reigned victorious, a truly
groundbreaking honor given to a most deserving
film, its praise held by all of Hollywood.

The Screen Actors Guild Awards, Golden Globes,
and the British Academy Film and Television
awards are the three major award ceremonies
airing before the Oscars. Oftentimes a film
winning the same awards at these shows is a great
tell for the Oscars, and dictate Oscars predictions.
This time, however, it was not the case. 1917 won
Best Picture at two of the aforementioned, but not
at the Oscars, with the wildly unexpected victory of
Parasite. This provided an interesting twist to the
statistics which lead up to the show, but was
ultimately a momentous and joyful win.

ARTS & CULTURE

Oscars in Conversation
Leading up to the Academy Awards, the

previously mentioned ceremonies also gave out
awards for Best Actress, Best Actor, Best Supporting
Actress, and Best Supporting Actor. As each
committee is made up of different members, the
winners of these titles usually vary. However, this
year was an outstandingly predictable year for the
four winners of each of these titles. At the four
major award shows, the winners remained the same
throughout. In the order mentioned above, the
winners were Renée Zellweger, Joaquin Phoenix,
Laura Dern, and Brad Pitt. Such identical results do
not typically align so perfectly.

When comparing the number of nominations a
film receives to the amount of awards won, the
2020 Academy Awards caused a relative upset.
Typically when a film is nominated for a
significant number of awards, it is assumed that it
will win at least one of them. However, Martin
Scorsese’s The Irishman took home zero of its ten
nominations. Todd Phillips’ Joker also came away
with an unusually low number, two of its eleven
nominations: Best Actor and Best Original Score.
The aforementioned Parasite ran away with one of
the higher award to nomination ratios, winning
four out of six nominations. Parasite nabbed the
most prestigious awards as well: Best Original
Screenplay, International Feature, Best Director,
and Best Picture.

As the 2021 Oscars campaign begins, some
notable films to watch for this year include Tenet
directed by Christopher Nolan, The French
Dispatch directed by Wes Anderson, and Dune
directed by Denis Villeneuve.

Happy watching!

Gabriela Holko
Last summer I had the life-changing opportunity of participating in the

Women in Scholarship, Engineering, Science, and Technology (WISEST)
Summer Research Program (SRP). I spent six weeks doing research about
second-language speech recognition at the Alberta Phonetics Laboratory in the
University of Alberta’s Department of Linguistics. Although working in a real
lab offered an abundance of illuminating experiences, the most impactful
lesson I learned has nothing to do with bibliographies nor phonemes.
When applications opened for the SRP, I was initially hesitant to apply.

Although I loved math and enjoyed my physics and chemistry classes, I never
felt like a real “science person”, mostly because I adored learning about English
and French just as much as STEM. I was unable to reconcile these contrasting
passions, giving me a lot of uncertainty about my post-secondary plans.
Ultimately, it was this internal conflict that motivated me to apply for the
program.

During the SRP, I began to notice the array of people with backgrounds in
multiple areas of knowledge. For instance, not only were many individuals in
my lab experts in their area of phonetics, they were also advanced coders; this
meant that they could handle multiple roles on a project and even provide
unique assistance and insight to other labs. During discussions with leaders
working in STEM fields, I heard about their unique paths full of chances and
career changes leading to their current positions. Underneath their lab coats, I
also saw athletes and actors and artists in the other SRP participants.
What I learned last summer is that your passions do not have to exist

exclusively of each other. There is so much collaboration and overlap between
different fields, so you do not have to restrict yourself to a single “favourite
subject” or sacrifice one for the other during your education. The WISEST SRP
proved tome that ability and determination to excel in multiple areas is enough
to successfully incorporate all of your passions into your life.

My Battle Between the Sciences and the Arts

FEATURE SCOOP

Arts & Culture
During Quarantine

Being cooped up at home is no excuse to miss
out on amazing cinema, television, art, and
music. Here's a starter pack of awesome
content to stream this week!

Tiger King (Netflix): Your mom has been
talking about it to her friends nonstop. You
better hang on because this doc series is as
wild as it gets!

Love is Blind (Netflix): It's horrible. It's
addictive. Your mom talks about this one,
too. The hype is real... the love is... maybe also
not really kind of real.

Frozen II (Disney+): Elsa hears a mysterious
voice calling in the night. Heaven forbid she
actually stay at home for once. Do the next
right thing and head into the unknown.

The Mandalorian (Disney+): If you love the
Star Wars franchise and you haven't yet dug
into this new, thrilling series (complete with
meme darling, "Baby Yoda"—which isn't even
the character's name), it's about time you did.
The force is strong with this one.

Music: Artists including Elton John, Yo Yo
Ma, Miley Cyrus, Jack Johnson, John Legend,
Shawn Mendes and Camila Cabello, Niall
Horan, Lizzo, and Alicia Keys have been
streaming "concerts" from their living rooms
and home spaces. You can find these videos
all over the web and on social media.

You can even find a video of Sir Anthony
Hopkins playing piano for his cat. Really.

Museums and Zoos: Google Arts and Culture
Museum Tours, Kusama's Infinity Mirrors,
the Louvre, the African-American Museum,
and even the San Diego Zoo are offering
virtual access online.
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Shumka's Ancestors and Elders:
Looking back at last year's remarkable
andmemorable cultural collaboration

Isabella Sheptak
In March of last year, Ancestors and Elders, a performance by the Shumka

Dance Company, returned to the stage at the Jubilee Auditorium following a
successful premiere the year before. It showcased Alberta’s distinct Ukrainian
and Indigenous cultures, and the struggles both groups faced to retain their
livelihoods and traditions during the 20th century. Although both cultures
adapted and ultimately survived, the performance did not focus solely on
their victories, but rather their tumultuous journeys, and the connection they
share.

The show began with a scene set out of Heritage Days, in which children
darted around, bouncing from one thrill to the next as snippets of music
busied the air and adults threaded themselves through the crowd. Then, all of
the chaos, lights, and noise faded away as a voice rang over the loudspeaker
advertising a Ukrainian dancing show. A series of Shumka dancers dressed in
vibrant costumes filed neatly onto the stage and performed a typical
traditional dance, the type of which can be observed at any Ukrainian festival
or function. The dance, though beautifully executed, felt void of true emotion
and connection, and to a crowd unfamiliar with Ukrainian culture, exposed
only the surface of the group's history, customs, and beliefs. However, that was
precisely the intent, to reveal the fact that although heritage festivals have the
capability to exhibit many cultures at once, they do very little to reveal the
true bare bones and roots of any.

The dancers, after exiting the stage, reentered once more. But this time,
rather than being adorned in vivid costumes embroidered with bold floral
patterns and geometric designs, they donned peasant clothing, tattered dresses
and work shirts, old babushkas and hunched shoulders. Even more jarring
than the change in attire was the shift in music which accompanied it. In
opposition to the bright notes of the tsymbaly and smooth, high harmonies
which are typically associated with Ukrainian dance, there came instead a
rugged, earthen sound which can only be described as the auditory pinnacle of
heartache. It was not a trained melody, but a free one, freshly escaped from a
heart caged by pain, loss, and circumstance. And indeed this alteration in
mood was appropriate as the viewer came to realize that the dance no longer
reflected a modernized version of a culture transported here by our
grandparents, but rather a portrait of them in their fight to navigate a frigid,
foreign land. As the show proceeded, the audience witnessed the Ukrainian
people retain their strength amidst loss of life and culture to emerge reborn
with the spring.

The same storyline was set for the Indigenous tribes native to central
Alberta. The audience was first exposed to their typical festival performances
before being plunged into an icy, heartwrenching depiction of their past
sufferings (primarily centring around residential schools and the cultural
genocide which accompanied them.) The bond between the two cultures, and

how they supported one another throughout history, was also brought to light.
Although the two groups did not connect through a shared heritage, they
bonded around a common understanding of persecution, and a mutual
tenacity. However, it is interesting to note the contrast between them. While
the Ukrainian dancers performed every scene in matching costumes,
showcasing precise, organized footwork, the Indigenous dancers moved with
far more freedom, each donning an outfit vastly different from the next. Every
dancer moved in their own way, exhibiting their own personality in each step,
their own spirit in every feather, bell, and scarf. Though Indigenous peoples in
Canada continue to struggle to preserve their culture in our homogenized
society, they have managed to retain an incredible zest for life and spirit which
is beyond words, but was which was well reflected by one of the dancers who
said: “We enjoy sharing our culture, but what we really like to do is just have
fun.” This statement was followed by the pumping of an
electro/Indigenous/Ukrainian mashup through the loudspeakers as both
groups danced together on stage, doing just that.

Ancestors and Elders was by far one of the most moving performances I’ve
ever seen, and if it does return to the stage in the future I would recommend
everyone to attend. Not only did it highlight the struggles, victories, and
relationships between two groups, it also revealed an underlying connection
we all have to one another as Canadians. The cherry on top: MMM’s own
alumni, Danica and Jacob Skitsko, members of Shumka, contributed their
talents in creating this astonishingly beautiful show!

Josh McLeod
To describe Cats as “good” or “adequate” would

go beyond stretching the truth. In fact, it would
create an outright farce.

Yes I saw this movie, but I am in no way proud of
that fact. It was, quite simply, garbage. The only
reason I saw this movie was because I liked the
Complete Original Broadway Cast Recording
(something truly worth listening to). I'd like to say
I lost a bet, but I saw Cats on my own free will.
However, in contrast to the musical where all the

songs are wonderful, the movie soundtrack is a
complete mess.

One of the first songs of the movie is “The Rum
Tum Tugger” (one of my favourites in the
Broadway version), a song about a very flamboyant
and egocentric cat, the Rockstar cat as he's known.
In the cinematic version he is played by Jason
Derulo. His phony British accent grates the ears of
those listening, yet sadly isn’t even the worst part
of the piece. Such an honor goes to Jennyanydots

(Rebel Wilson)'s intro to the song, in which she
sings Rum Tum Tugger’s name for all the cats to
hear in a horrendously off-key pitch which sounds
similar to a cat scratching its nails on a blackboard.

While “The Rum Tum Tugger” may seem like a
wonderful way to start the movie, in that it dashes
audience expectations at the beginning of the film
in hopes that they can only go up from there, it
sadly doesn’t prepare one for the atrocity-riddled
remainder of the film. A number of tracks were
completley botched by the idiotic decision to
rhythmically speak them rather than sing them, a
choice which led to a failure to capture the essence
of tunes like Mr. Mistoffelees’ “The Magic Cat.”

The film in and of itself is complete idiocy. Most
of the songs are word for word performances of
poems written by T.S. Elliott, with at most a few
minor changes here and there.

There's no true plot, just a bunch of cats
preparing for their yearly sacrifice. That's not even
a joke, they send a cat up into the heavens in a hot
air balloon. Most of the “plot” consists of Macavity
(Idris Elba) kidnapping other cats. This was added
so the movie could conjure up a sense of risk,
which it failed to do as no emotional connection
could be made to a single one of the cats seen on
screen.

You may currently be staring at this article,
wondering, "Why can't you develop an emotional
connection to any of the cats?" The answer is rather
simple: they are all visually horrifying.

I know you've seen the pictures, perhaps even the
trailer, but it’s even bigger and badder on the big
screen. Faces don’t look like they’re attached to
their cats, body parts clip through anything they
touch, and things like fat, especially that on
Bustopher Jones (James Corden), the fat cat, just
won’t move under any circumstances.

Cats is truly an awful movie, but for whatever
reason it is getting Blu-ray and digital releases. I
cannot recommend anything better than getting a
group of friends together, watching this movie, and
freaking out at every dumb thing that happens on
screen.

Afterwards, it would be wise to destroy your copy
and forget that this film ever existed.

Cats, Sadly
An $80,000,000
Torture Device
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Word Search
"Keep Your Vocabulary Sharp!" Edition

Kathleen Diaz Cortes

AMBIGUITY

MALAPROPISM

POMPOUS

OBSCURE

ABASHED

IMPETUOUSLY

PACIFY

VIGILANCE

METAMORPHOSIS

IDYLLIC

CANDOR

MELANCHOLY

TREPIDATION

OBLOQUY

Dear Ryder
Dear Ryder,

I'm bored to death. Learning online is going
to be a whole thing but I still feel like I have so
much time and not a lot of space to myself.
What are you up to right now? What should I
be doing?

Sincerely,
Trapped at Home

Dear Trapped at Home,
First, I want to say that you're not trapped.

You're safe. Perspective is everything!
There's a lot you can and should be doing to

pass the time other than figuring out how on
earth you're supposed to focus on school when
the whole world is in flux!
1) Get outside. Keep your distance from other

people, but moving your body, breathing fresh
air, feeling sunshine on your face, and getting
out of the house is good for you, period. Do this
every day, even if it's cold outside.

2) Stay informed. It's not fun to listen to the
news or to the press conferences, but it's
important to be up-to-date on what is happening
in the world. The global impact of this pandemic
is actually incredible, and seeing how our
governments respond/lead has been an eye-
opening experience to say the least.

3) Put down your phone. Step away from the
doom and gloom, social media time traps, and
constant texting. Spending time with your family
might not be your favourite thing, but it's
probably something you don't do enough in your
normal life. It isn't a bad idea to reconnect with
the people you live with right now.

4) Do things that make you happy. Binge a
show, read a book, work out, nap, make nachos
for breakfast, keep a journal. Fill your cup
because it's easy to let morale drop when your
whole life has been disrupted. It's okay to take a
time out and feed your soul.
Hope this helps. Stay safe.

Sincerely,
Ryder

Comic
CaitlynMaliksi

Springtime
Word Scramble

easergill

agelinnc

refslow

burlmale

oxieunq

eserat

eggsinbinn

arbonitos

feilgao

lenopl
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _ _
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Mum and Pop,
I apologize for taking so long to follow up my previous letter, but I

have had higher priorities. Assuming you followed my instructions, you

have not had any outside contact and therefore are unaware of all that

has happened. To keep it brief, we have only about ½ of Earth’s

population left. We have not lost them to sickness or death, but rather to

our opposing forces. Though I shouldn’t be telling you this, I trust that I

have your discretion: we are at war. This is no matter of land or law, but

rather, we are at war on a galactical magnitude.The moon rock that I found that fateful New Year’s Eve was no moon

rock - it was a communicator from the plant Viren, sent as a warning to

be interpreted by only the most intelligent of homosapiens; me. When the

fireworks erupted that night, the Virenians entered into our dimension to

collect me in a spacecraft identical to my Space Exploration Train. Due to

my great familiarity with this piece of machinery, I was able to

immediately join their crew and assume the position of Captain. Through

technology far more advanced than colour television, I was able to

communicate with the Virenians until I learned their language.
I imagine that you are reading this letter fearfully, but do not worry,

for the Virenians are our allies - it is the Flavens that we must fear.

Through common household radios, the Flavens are hypnotizing humans

and using them as pawns in a deadly war. Not only are the lives of

humans at stake, but our planet as we know it, and further yet, our entire

galaxy - though I am unable to provide you with further details at this

moment.

I am afraid that I must go now - you may not hear from me for

awhile as my team and I are preparing to invade the Flaven military base

on Mars. If you do not hear from me at all - then I’m afraid it’s too late.
Your loving son,Captain Lloyd

Far Out, Pt. 2
A Serial Murder-Mystery by Julianna Dust

By Lindsay Ellis
Welcome to Lesser-Known Legends, a regular column

where different underrated myths and legends from around
the world will be brought to light each issue for your
reading pleasure!

ATALANTA AND THE CALYDONIAN BOAR
Origin: Ancient Greece

Atalanta’s tale began with a mass summons from King
Oeneus of Calydon which promised riches, honour, and
glory to any man who could kill the Calydonian Boar and
bring back its hide.

Lesser-Known
Legends

The boar itself was a terrifying beast, sent down by the goddess
Artemis as a result of the King's negligence to offer her a sacrifice
that year. It stood taller than the average person, and possessed
massive tusks the colour of blood. Droves of hunters, led by the
King’s son Meleager, came from far and wide to hunt the boar.
However there was one hunter among them who stood out.

Atalanta, a warrior as fierce as the bears which had raised her. It
was not easy for the hunting party to find the Calydonian Boar, but
when it did a brutal fight between man and boar ensued which took
the lives of many.

After much fighting, it was Atalanta who finally drew blood from the
boar, and who was later gifted the animal’s pelt (although Meleager
killed it.) Meleager’s uncles were unhappy that Atalanta received the
pelt and tried to take it from her, prompting Meleager to kill his uncles
in an act of vengeance. Furious at this act, Meleager’s own mother
threw an enchanted log, which was linked to Meleager’s life, into a fire,
killing him.

Fortunately for Atalanta, her story did not end there, and her
adventures continued until an incident which left her permanently
metamorphosed into a lion (which, honestly, is not a terrible way to go
out.)

Manuela Lopez
If you were to look at Vincent Van Gogh's iconic painting, "The Starry

Night" and "The Black Suprematist Square," an equally iconic painting by
Kazimir Malevich, you know that of the two, Van Gogh’s piece is clearly art...
yet it's hard to wrap your head around the fact that Malevich’s is art, too.

Both of them are, in fact, abstract art!
"How?" you may ask.
First let's break down that keyword. Abstract. It’s not of something. A

person can’t touch or feel it in reality. Abstract art is theoretical—like science,
it comes from a person's imagination. And like science, it is perfection.

The Perfection
of Abstract Art

Now you may be wondering how is it perfection if art is imperfect. The reality of it is that we
live in a world where things aren’t how we want, and we can’t control the many factors making it
imperfect. However when a person makes art, it is the one thing they can control. So they work
on it until it's "perfect"—it is exactly how they want it to be. There are no rules or laws that apply
to what art is and what it represents. It gives a person a sense of relief because art can be
anything!

Art gives us perfection in this world of imperfection.
Van Gogh’s "The Starry Night" is of what he saw out his window one night. Even though we

can tell what he was trying to illustrate, the picture is not actually realistic. It comes from his
imagination. It shows how he wished the world was and it was his perfection.

Now, back to Malevich. Just like "The Starry Night," Malevich’s "The Black Suprematist Square"
is made of very solid knowledge of colors, compositions, and artistic proportions. Its colours are
mixed—so in fact, none of the paints he used are actually black. And if you look closer you see
cracks that have developed over time. Malevich says when he made it, he was influenced by a
“cosmic consciousness”: a higher form of consciousness than is possessed by the ordinary man.

It is his perfection.



Horoscopes
ARIES
March 21-April 19

Happy birthday. You get to stay
home.

TAURUS
April 20-May 20

Remain where you are, unless you
are away from home. Go home.
Remain there.

GEMINI
May 21-June 20

You shall not pass... another
person without leaving a 6.5-foot
berth.

CANCER
June 21-July 22

Cleanliness is next to godliness.
Wash with soap. 20 seconds.

LEO
July 23-August 22

Social distancing.

VIRGO
August 23-September 22

No haircuts for a while. You
should maybe start planning your
Tom-Hanks-in-Castaway eleganza
lewk.

LIBRA
September 23-October 22

The stars are aligned, setting the
stage for you to go off on a
mighty adventure. Alas, you have
to stay home. At least you'll be
safe.

SCORPIO
October 23-November 21

You have to stay home, too. I
know, you hate it. Typical Scorpio,
hating everything. Boo hoo.

SAGITTARIUS
November 22-December 21

You aren't the only one who
noticed that Friday the 13th was
the last day everyone attended
classes, but you sure are the only
one still thinking about it. Relax.
You are in this for the long haul.

CAPRICORN
December 22 -January 19

Jupiter's moons say: Yep, you're
staying home, too.

PISCES
January 20-February 18

You just might get away with not
using up all your data this month.
Because yeah, you are staying
home. Congrats!

AQUARIUS
February 19-March 20

Stay home.
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Charlie El-Homeira
To add something new to your quarantine meal-planning repertoire,

my incredible friend Helen Smith has graciously invited me to share a
family recipe that can be easily made for a quick meal. Helen lives in
the suburbs of Orange County with her husband Hank, her 34
children, her mother Dee-Licious, and her boyfriend Peter. During the
Great Depression, as children, Helen’s mother and aunts (Auntie
Bacterial and Sannie Tizer), developed a heartwarming recipe to fill
you up in times of uncertainty. I was grateful to be invited to Helen’s
house to recreate this recipe along with Dee and Sannie themselves!

QUARANTINE CONSOMMÉ
Total time: 3.5 hours
Yield: Four 8 oz. servings

Ingredients:
4 cups water
15 ice cubes, cubed
13 squeezes lemon juice
Pinch of salt
1 cup of vanilla extract

Directions:
Bring the water to a boil. While the water is boiling, blend the ice
cubes and lemon juice in a food processor until smooth. Once the
water is boiling, slowly add in the blended ice mixture then
immediately reduce the heat and simmer gently for two hours
covered (This step is key to building up a strong flavour). Add in the
vanilla and simmer for an additional hour then remove from heat and
cover for at least thirty minutes. Season the soup to taste and
portion out into serving bowls. Enjoy hot with a sprinkle of pepper
and extra ice cubes (optional).

Naomi Virgo
No one likes cold mashed potatoes.
If you sat Mashed potatoes in a

fridge right next to any proper ice
cream, you’d reach for the ice cream
nine times out of ten. And that one
time you do reach for the mashed
potatoes you’re so emotionally
distraught that you just grabbed the
first tub of whatever was there,
grabbed a spoon and started
sobbing over whatever teenage
predicament you were going
through. And all of this can be
traced down to the simple fact that
cold mashed potatoes is just a trash
person.
He lives in Khaki pants and polo

shirts. If not a full length Khaki cargo
pant then a cut off Khaki pair of
ungodly cargo shorts he made
himself. He believes wholeheartedly
that he is the pinnacle of modern
day comedy. Openly criticizing every
popular comedian of the last 30
years, Mashed Potatoes thinks that
the funniest joke ever to be created
by man is the microwave meme. Any
microwave meme really. He’s not
allowed to use the microwaves at
school or home anymore because
whenever one starts up he falls into
a fit of full-body laughter.

What’s sadder than his taste in
comedic material though is the
things that he takes seriously. There
is no other way to say it: Mashed
potatoes is a Trump supporter on
the single fact that he believes that
Donald J. Trump is the “thiccest”
president that America has ever had.
That’s also the reason why he
adores Mr. Krabs off of Spongebob...
in his own words, “That crab has
cake!”
All in all, avoid Mashed potatoes by
any means necessary, he’s going
through some serious stuff.

newspaper.

Flavour of the Day:
Cold Mashed

Potatoes w/ Gravy
Quarantine
Consommé

What to Do at Home When
You're Quarantined

Emma Ball

- Read a book
- Bake something
- Pet your dog
- Calculate daily toilet paper usage in relation to
supplies

- Create a lock-up system to keep your snacks safe
from your siblings

- Pet your dog again

- Do a statistical analysis of stuff my dad says in
quarantine (I will start you off with some ideas)

“We’re all in this together”
“For the love of God stop arguing! I can’t take it
anymore!”
“Stop eating, we must ration”
“WASH YOUR HANDS.”
“Who wants to help me clean the shed?”
“WASH YOUR HANDS!”

If all else fails and you’re the most bored you have ever been in your
entire young adult life… go spend time with your family.



Naomi Virgo
Peppa Pig is a cultural icon among the youths of today. She can be found on

clothing, in memes, on her newest album entitled, “my first album” and of
course on television. But how did the humble pig become the multifaceted star
we know today? The impactful presence of Peppa Pig can be broken down into
three main points; Peppa Pig’s starting point, her self titled show “Peppa Pig”,
has good family-friendly humour for each member of the family, pigs are very
lovable animals and the fact that Generation Z is always slightly melacholy and
uses nostalgic TV shows like Spongebob and Peppa Pig for humour as a coping
mechanism to make us feel happier and remind us of simpler times.

WHAT MAKES PEPPA AN ICON?
1) Peppa Pig’s show is a good show all around. She has a little brother, George,

and parents who are creatively named Mummy Pig and Daddy Pig. The show
centres around Peppa’s life as a preschooler, learning new things about the
world while warming the hearts of any who care to watch. There’s something for
the whole family in Peppa Pig, not just for youngsters. Many teens, young
adults, parents and even grandparents have found age-appropriate comedic
gems.
2) Pigs are great. Everybody loves a good pig, and the only valid explanation

for it is Charlotte's Web. Seeing the dear little runt of a pig survive through the
kindness of the strong females in his life warmed the heart of every person who
reads it unless of course, your heart is both cold and dead. Pigs are docile
animals that cause no harm to no one, their sole desire is to eat, sleep and walk
around in the grass.
3) The nostalgia factor. In recent years it’s been shown that the most popular

memes are derived from childhood television shows like SpongeBob
Squarepants, Arthur, and of course Peppa Pig. No one knows exactly why this is,
but I have a suspicion. Teenagers and young adults have to deal with many
stressful situations nowadays: obscene amounts of homework, family and
friend drama, monetary problems, Boomers, Trump, quarantine, the list goes on
and on. In contrast, the only obligations back then by kids were to sit down, shut
up, eat your food, and watch some TV so your parents could get work done. The
nostalgic nature of childhood shows can help comfort the now grown up
populous either directly by re-watching the show from beginning to end,
listening to the soundtrack or theme songs from the show, or whatever else, or
indirectly by encountering memes based on them on a daily basis. An added
bonus of this is that childhood shows act as collective memories for our
generation, meaning that a multitude of people can feel reminiscent from a
singular paused moment from a shared show via a meme, scene or clip from the
shows.
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Deep Reflections

I do not like green eggs and ham.

- Spencer Cameron

The Insurmountable
Impact of Peppa Pig

All in all, Peppa Pig was made for stardom. A 7-foot preschooler screams to
everyone that she is meant to be something special and that her album would
be, for lack of a better word, “fire”. Many components, societal or not, have
contributed to Ms. Peppa's rightful status as a worldwide sensation.

Following in the
Footsteps of

Classes and Flights,
General Humour
Now Cancelled

Kan T. Ankerous
As millions of Canadians find themselves homebound amid the

thread of COVID-19, officials have declared the next round of
restrictions intended to protect citizens from further public
recklessness.
The latest restrictions target individuals who continue to indulge

in dangerous behaviours such as giggling, chuckling, and
especially boisterously guffawing. The potential community
spread of laughter and joy is, perhaps, the most dangerous and
most contagious among all transmission risks.
"Droplet spread when a person is snorting with joy is rampant,"

says Oscar, a concerned and grouchy resident. "I'm not even
usually located on this particular street, but I can hear people
outside stirring up a gleeful ruckus and frankly, I think it is
downright unconscionable to continue to allow all these happy
people to enjoy their lives."

Experts weighing in have come to some early hypotheses
regarding the increasing public disregard for misery and gloom:
the inexplicable spike in joke-telling, hoax-sharing, and trick-
playing today appears to have resulted in a noticeably lighter
mood and short-term amnesia surrounding feelings of pandemic-
related discontentment. On a scale of Eeyore to 10, average self-
reported enthusiasm levels have seen a surge to nearly a 6.2, the
highest recorded for the month.
Another concerned citizen, who prefers to remain unnamed,

grumbles, "I don't know what's gotten into people. Why can't they
stop cackling and just go back to lugubriously hoarding obscene
amounts of toilet paper and oatmeal like they did in March?"
Curmudgeons across many communities agree that in order to

maintain a constant level of misery and dread, telling jokes about
knocking on the door—surely demonstrating a flagrant disregard
for social distancing—or about person's maternal parent is not
only uncouth, it is downright life-threatening. The current
recommendation is to monitor one's chortling and to remain home
if morale is too high.
"Jokes are cancelled," interjects Oscar, glowering across the trash
heap. "The best curve to flatten is that ridiculous grin on your
face."
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Mirthful
Medieval
Marvels




